August 31, 2018

Wayne F. Forman
Attorney at Law
303.223.1120 tel
303.223.1111 fax
wforman@bhfs.com

VIA EMAIL: JULIE.MURPHY@STATE.CO.US
Ms. Julie Murphy, Director
Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
1120 Lincoln Street, Suite 801
Denver, Colorado 80203
RE:

NGL Water Solutions DJ, LLC (“NGL”): Response to Requests for Hearing: South Weld
SWD#2, South Weld SWD#4 and Roy SWD#1, Roy SWD#3 and Roy SWD#4

Dear Director Murphy:
As counsel for NGL, we write to consult, as provided by Rule 325.m., and to request that the Commission
either set a hearing as requested by the protestants of NGL’s pending applications for the following
designated injection wells: South Weld SWD#2, South Weld SWD#4, and Roy SWDs #1, #3 and #4, or
deny the three filed protests and requests for hearing.
By letters dated between June 1, 2018 and July 27, 2018, NGL provided notices to landowners and mineral
owners under Rule 325.i (and other COGCC rules) of NGL’s intent to construct four injection wells on the
South Weld parcel and four on the Roy parcel. As requested by Commission Staff, NGL is re-sending
notices regarding those wells for which NGL had not submitted applications at the time of, or shortly after,
the notices were sent. Currently, applications have been filed and notices re-sent for Roy SWD#1 and Roy
SWD#2. The remaining applications and notices will be filed and sent forthwith, with an additional
application and notice for an additional well on the Roy parcel, Roy SWD #5, to follow shortly after that.
The following three persons submitted written protests requesting a public hearing in response to the
original notices on the following applications: Jeri Yarbrough protested and requested a hearing on the Roy
SWD#1; Eric Permut protested and requested a hearing on the Roy SWD#3; and Anadarko Petroleum
Corporation protested and requested a hearing on the South Weld SWD#2, the South Weld SWD#4 and
the Roy SWD#4. Copies of their protest letters are attached as Attachments A-C.
These protests and requests for hearings should be denied. Rule 325.m. requires such requests to:
specifically provide information on: (1) Possible conflicts between the injection zone’s
proposed disposal use and present or future use as a source of drinking water or present
or future use as a source of hydrocarbons, or (2) Operations at the well site which may
affect potential and current sources of drinking water.
Ms. Yarbrough, Mr. Permut and Anadarko did not, however, provide the specificity required by Rule. In no
more than a paragraph each, Ms. Yarbrough and Anadarko generically questioned potential impacts from
the proposed wells without providing any specific information in support of their protests. Mr. Permut, for
his part, protests not the approval of the Applications per se but rather advances the position that all
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subsurface waste injection “is an irresponsible practice.” Because the submitted protests do not comply
with Rule 325.m., NGL respectfully submits the COGCC should dismiss them and approve the Permits as
submitted.
Although NGL believes these protests are legally insufficient, NGL reached out to each of the three
protestants in an attempt to learn more about their alleged concerns and to resolve any issues raised by
them. NGL will continue those efforts.
In advance of the Commission’s evaluation of the applications and protests, NGL respectfully requests that
the COGCC, to avoid protracted delay in issuing the requested permits, set the applications for a public
hearing on the COGCC’s October 28 & 29, 2018 General Docket. NGL is concerned that if the
Commission waits until after its evaluation of the protests, and ultimately determines that a hearing on one
or more of the applications is appropriate due to the protests, resolution of NGL’s applications would be
delayed by months, which would cause it and the operators it serves substantial financial and other harm.
The Commission should set a hearing and, to the extent NGL is able to resolve the grounds for the
protests, or if additional valid protests are received as a result of the re-notifications or new notice for Roy
SWD #5, the scope of the hearing can be adjusted accordingly. NGL further requests that the COGCC
promptly appoint a hearing officer to this matter and schedule a pre-hearing conference on the earliest date
possible.
Please confirm that the Commission will accommodate this request or contact us with any questions. We
greatly appreciate your consideration of this request.
Sincerely,

/s/ Wayne F. Forman
Wayne F. Forman
Julia E. Rhine
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, LLP
410 Seventeenth St., Suite 2200
Denver, Colorado 80202
Telephone: 303.223.1100
wforman@bhfs.com
jrhine@bhfs.com
Attorneys for NGL Water Solutions DJ, LLC
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Julie Prine-COGCC Hearings and Regulatory Affairs Manager
DNR Docketing
Doug White, NGL
Neel Duncan, IPT
Derek Petrie, IPT

